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From the writer of the brand new YORK TIMES best-selling books The Seven Pillars of Health and
I Can DO THAT Diet, along with best sellers Toxic Relief, the Bible Cure series, Living in Divine
Health, Deadly Emotions, Stress Less, and What Would Jesus Eat? Dr. Don Colbert has offered
more than TEN MILLION books.Whether it is to slow growing older, lose weight, stability
hormones, increase energy, or heal and stop specific health issues and diseases, this
publication will be an important device in the hands of wellness conscious visitors.
Colbert’slowing the aging process, slimming down, balancing hormones, boosting energy, or
curing and preventing diseaseEat the proper foods to increase the benefits of your
supplement plan and reach your goals fasterBreak any dietary and lifestyle practices that
could be interfering with your body’ Dr.and recognize harmful and expensive elements to
avoidCreate the right mix of nutrients and the proper dosage to reach your unique health
goals— Don Colbert, MD, who has published a lot more than forty books, now offers all of his tips
for nutritional supplements in a single volume, explaining how exactly to:Pick the best
multivitamins and individual health supplements—s unique, balanced, natural health approach
will help readers to make sense of the overwhelming info available on vitamins and
supplements, empowering them to make up to date decisions specific with their wellness goals.s
ability to fully benefit from the nutrients you ingest
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I bought 1 for myself and I have liked having it around for reference so much This is the second
time I have purchased this book. I purchased one for myself and I've enjoyed having it around
for reference so very much, that I ordered another one for a friend of mine! : ) 5 star book Love
this reserve. If you've ever read any of his other books, you've currently read this book. Read
Something Else I will have saved my money, there was nothing new and informative in this
reserve. It was about what he and his family members were carrying out. And unlike the web, I
know who is giving me the information and I trust this Doctor! So full of great information. More
than just about vitamins We enjoyed reading the complete book. This book you will need in
your library. So filled with great information. He goes into more detail about diseases and or
conditions related to diet than i expected nonetheless it was an excellent learning experience.I
never write a poor review, but this publication does not warrant an excellent one. Five Stars
good information Five Stars Very informative Education on health The nice information for a
healthier way of life Five Stars Just as expected.Very easy to read through, and then to hold in
the house for referencing when I need to look up something. It's A keeper. Love all of the details
by Dr. Colbert 5 star book.
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